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Presentation Title

I Can’t Make You: Attitude Shifts and Derailments for Resistance

Presentation Description

How do we respond to a student that says “Make me!” Our authority has been threatened. Yet, we can’t make others do anything. Therefore, we want to set an example that shows other students they can’t get away with misbehaving. Unfortunately, most of the ways we try and set an example have the opposite effect and actually increase resistance. The solution is to change our responses to students’ resistance rather than trying to force students to comply. Do you disagree with me? If so, then I have just created your resistance. I can change that. The key is understanding the difference between knowledge and knowing. In the presentation resistance will be reconceptualized and techniques for managing it will be presented.

Objectives:

- How paradigms impact perception and practices
- Developing rapport using children’s behavior
- Avoiding power struggles
- Using resistance to obtain compliance
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